One Million Climate Jobs in Five Years:
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Green Economy Network Platform:
A Roadmap Toward 379,296 Jobs for
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The Green Economy Network (GEN) has
calculated that Ontario could create 379,296
person-years of employment over a five-year
period through a total public investment of
$29.19 billion in public transit and highspeed rail, renewable energy, and energy
efficiency and conservation. In addition,
targeted public investment in these three
priority areas will reduce Ontario’s annual
greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions by up to
38.1 megatonnes (Mt). This action plan will
help to transition the province to a lowercarbon economy, create a healthier
environment, and strengthen communities,
while reducing poverty and inequality.2

Unemployment
In 2016, Ontario had an annual average of
489,900 unemployed workers and an annual
average unemployment rate of 6.5%.3
Ontario has suffered from a shrinking proportion
of employed individuals, and the percentage of
working poor in Ontario has grown in the past
decade. In 2006, the working poor in Ontario
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made up 6.8% of the working age population; in
2010 they made up 7.3%; in 2015 it was closer
to 8.0%.4 In order to address Ontario’s decadelong increase of working poverty, combined with
lagging economic growth, and a decline in the
manufacturing sector, GEN proposes targeted
public investments to create jobs, alleviate
poverty, and to improve the well-being of all
citizens.

Ontario has set GHG reduction targets for the
coming decades. The province has committed to
reduce emissions to 15% below 1990 levels by
2020 and to reduce emissions to 37% below
1990 levels by 2030. Ontario has also set a longterm GHG reduction target, with a goal to
decrease GHG emissions to 80% below 1990
levels by 2050.6
Ontario`s Climate Change Action Plan (2016)
acknowledges that climate change is a pressing
concern and that mitigating the effects of climate
change can create significant economic
opportunities.7
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and congestion, and just slightly shorter than in
New York City. Toronto residents now
experience the longest commuting times of any
province, averaging over an hour.10
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Public Transit and High-Speed Rail
The transportation sector was responsible for
one-third of Ontario’s GHG emissions in 2014.
Encouraging greater energy efficiency for all
forms of transportation and shifting more
commuters from private automobiles to public
transit would go a long way toward reducing
transportation-related emissions and moving
Ontario to a low-carbon economy.
Ontario’s growth dynamic over the past several
decades has been predominantly low-density,
automobile-dependent suburban growth. As a
result of the uneven dispersal of population and
employment between 1986 and 2001, the supply
of new roads has increased by 53% and new
highway construction has grown by 38%. At the
same time, transit ridership over the last two
decades declined in most regions, including the
Greater Toronto Area (GTA), with the exception
of the Peel Region. This decrease in transit
ridership coincided with an increase in the
number of Ontarians who use personal
automobiles.
Ontario has the longest commuting time out of
all provinces.9 Traffic congestion in Toronto
reached an historic high at the end of 2015, when
commute times were 28% longer due to traffic
2

Nearly 800 million passengers use the public
transit every year in Ontario, the most of any
province, and over 537 million of these
passengers are located in the GTA.11 Public
investments in transit are very cost-effective,
specifically in Ontario where strong public
transportation is vital to reduce the costs and
undesirable impacts associated with urban
sprawl.
The use of public and active transit by
commuters varies greatly across Ontario’s
census metropolitan areas:










Toronto has the highest proportion of
public transit ridership in the country at
over 23%, while almost 6% of commuters
choose active transit, and nearly 70%
commute by car, truck, or van;
In Ottawa, almost 22% of commuters
choose public transit, while nearly 10%
choose active transit, and over 67%
commute by car, truck, or van;
In Hamilton, about 9% of commuters
choose public transit, while over 5%
choose active transit, and almost 85%
commute by car, truck, or van;
In Kitchener-Cambridge-Waterloo, over
5% of commuters choose public transit,
while over 5% choose active transit, and
almost 90% commute by car, truck, or
van; and
In London, almost 7% of commuters
choose public transit, while nearly 7%
choose active transit, and over 85%
commute by car, truck, or van.12

A study commissioned by the federal
government showed that it would cost Canadians
50% more to meet new travel demands by car
than by public transit.13 This cost differential
reflects the social impacts of growing passenger
travel on congestion, access to employment, the
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environment and on health related expenses,
including emotional well-being. Automobiledependent urban sprawl increases congestion
along trade corridors and increases pollution,
which has resulted in Ontario having the highest
ground-level ozone concentration in the country.
In addition, it has been estimated that congestion
costs the GTA area more than $6 billion
annually.14
Access to transportation is a concern for lowincome residents in Ontario, especially those
who live outside of urban centres. Increasing
transit prices and the lack of service in the early
morning, evenings, and weekends is also
problematic for low-waged workers and people
employed in the service industry and/or doing
shift work.
Targeted investments in public transportation
will introduce more comprehensive and
accessible services to neighborhoods and make
fares more affordable and accessible for lowincome families. Implementing these priorities
as part of a public transportation strategy will
ensure that underserved communities and
individuals – including (but not limited to)
women, people of colour, Indigenous Peoples,
youth and students, seniors, and persons with
disabilities – will benefit from increased access
to health services, education, recreation and
employment, including the employment
opportunities that are created through the
creation and expansion of transit services.
Ontario also has an enormous opportunity to
benefit from high-speed rail in the Québec City Windsor corridor. Currently, Canada is both the
only G8 country without existing high-speed rail
infrastructure and the only G20 country without
official plans to construct high-speed lines in the
coming decades.15 Developing high-speed rail in
the Québec City - Windsor corridor would relieve
freight congestion, create jobs, and decrease
greenhouse gas emissions as passengers shifted
from personal automobiles and planes to
electrified high-speed rail.
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With an investment of $12.46 billion in public
transit and high-speed rail- including
investments in transportation demand
management16 - GEN has calculated that
146,629 person-years of employment could
be created in Ontario, including employment
in construction and manufacturing. Targeted
public investment in public transit and highspeed rail will also reduce Ontario’s annual
GHG emissions by up to 11.4 Mt, with the
potential for greater emissions reductions
over time.17 Complimentary policies and
regulations to reduce emissions from freight
transport will create additional employment
opportunities and further reduce emissions
from the transportation sector.
Types of Jobs in Public Transit and HighSpeed Rail:
• Automotive
Technician
• Bus and Transit
Driver
• Civil Engineer
• Community and
Social Services
• Construction
Equipment Operator

• Construction
Labourer
• Education and
Health Services
• Electrician
• Industrial Engineer
• Machinist
• Mechanic
• Mechanical
Engineer

• Metal Fabricator
• Office and
Administrative
Support
• Rail-Track Layer
• Service Industry
Occupations
• Transportation
Planner
• Urban Planner
• Welder

Renewable Energy
Ontario has made significant progress in
improving the environmental footprint of its
energy sources, including eliminating coal-fired
electricity generation in 2014. Ontario is also
home to more than 99% of all installed solar
photovoltaic capacity and almost 40% of all
installed wind capacity in Canada. 18 However,
there are some barriers that must still be
overcome in order for Ontario to realize the
maximum job creation and GHG reduction
potential from renewable energy.
Ontario set ambitious renewable targets for
2025 in the province’s Long-Term Energy Plan
(2013), such as achieving 20,000 MW of
renewable energy. However, the province
recently halted procurement of over 1,000
megawatts (MW) of solar, wind, hydroelectric,
Green Economy Network
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bioenergy and energy from waste projects.19
Ontario must continue to press forward with
increasing renewable energy capacity to achieve
its long-term renewable energy and GHG
reduction targets.
Ontario
Installed Capacity Mix (2015)
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Ontario has also faced barriers under the World
Trade Organization (WTO) and the North
American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA).
Ontario’s Green Energy and Green Economy Act
(2009) required that renewable power
producers purchase a minimum portion of goods
and services locally. This domestic procurement
provision ensured that climate jobs in the
renewable energy manufacturing sector
remained local and also minimized the adverse
environmental impact and GHG emissions from
importing renewable energy equipment,
including wind turbines and solar panels. In
2013, the WTO ruled that the policy
discriminated against foreign suppliers and
conflicted with international trade rules. In order
to achieve deep emissions reductions, we must
challenge the existing global trade dynamic. It is
imperative that we strengthen and prioritize
domestic procurement and employment in our
policies, while challenging the global trade
regime, in order for Ontario and the rest of
Canada to receive the maximum benefit of the
One Million Climate Jobs plan.21
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Despite these obstacles, Ontario still has an
enormous opportunity to develop additional
renewable energy projects and potentially profit
from increased energy exports.
Other than British Columbia, Ontario has the
highest renewable potential in offshore wind
energy compared to any other province, totaling
over 182 terawatt-hours a year (TWh/yr).22
Ontario also maintains the highest national
renewable potential for solar farming and the
second highest potential in biomass. Most of the
potential located in southwestern Ontario near
Windsor and London.23 The majority of biomass
resources in Ontario are comprised of wood,
wood wastes and agricultural and forest wastes.
Currently, solar and biofuel energy only account
for 2% of Ontario’s installed capacity mix.
Transitioning to a lower-carbon economy will
require an increase in electrification. This
electricity must be derived from renewable
sources to reach the level of decarbonization
required for Ontario to meet its renewable
energy and emissions reduction targets. The
transition to a renewable energy economy must
be a Just Transition that respects the rights of
Indigenous Peoples, revitalizes communities, and
ensures that workers in carbon-intensive
industries are protected and able to support
their families.
With a total public investment of $6.47 billion
in renewable energy – including investments
in modernizing electricity infrastructure,
such as smart grids and microgrids, and
large-scale and small-scale energy storage
systems - GEN has calculated that 82,872
perosn-years of employment could be
created over a five-year period, where the
majority of employment would be in wind,
solar, and biomass. In addition, this
investment will result in an annual GHG
emission reduction of up to 7.7 Mt.
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Types of Jobs in Renewable Energy:
• Boilermaker
• Community and Social
Services
• Construction Worker
• Drilling Equipment
Operator
• Education and Health
Services
• Electrician
• Engineer

• Excavator
• Heavy Equipment
Operator
• Ironworker
• Land Surveyor
•Machinist
• Mechanic
• Office and
Administrative
Support

• Pipefitter
• Plumber
• Service
Industry
Occupations
• Scientist
• Sheet Metal
Worker
• Steelworker
• Surveyor
• Welder

Energy Efficiency and Conservation
Buildings are one of the largest users of energy
and one of the most significant contributors to
Ontario’s GHG inventory, accounting for over
20% of the province’s emissions.
Energy efficiency and conservation are our
cleanest, cheapest and most productive methods
for reducing GHGs, yet the vast majority of
buildings in Ontario have not been retrofitted.
Energy efficiency is a smart investment that can
be started immediately, using existing skills and
technologies, to create jobs and save money. The
cost of these mitigation strategies is offset by
lower utility bills, resulting in homeowners and
businesses saving money in the long term.
Although the Ontario government has offered
programs from the newly announced Climate
Action Plan (2016), such as the Home Energy
Savings Program, along with other rebate and
incentive programs through money from the
Green Investment Fund, 81% of the province’s
homes are still in need of retrofits.24 This
includes new insulation, heating, ventilation or
cooling equipment, and improvements to doors,
windows, exterior siding, and caulking.
Other than Alberta, Ontario’s single-detached
homes use more energy on average than any
other province.25 Generally speaking, newer
homes use less energy per square metre than
older homes. Houses built between 1946 and
1977 use significantly more energy per square
metre than homes built after 1980, and over half
of Ontario’s housing stock was built before
1980.26
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In addition to improving energy efficiency in
Ontario’s housing stock, there are major financial
and social gains to be made by retrofitting the
province’s industrial, commercial, and public
buildings. Investing in home and building
retrofits will save a significant amount of energy,
reduce GHG emissions, create opportunities to
complete apprenticeships, and generate
employment.
Investing in energy efficiency and retrofitting
programs can also reduce energy poverty by
lowering electricity bills in response to energy
savings, freeing up capital and discretionary
income.
A notable example is the City of Toronto`s threeyear pilot program, which is offering low-cost
financing for energy efficiency and water
conservation retrofits for apartment buildings.
The High-Rise Retrofit Improvement Support
(Hi-RIS) program provides low-interest, fixed
rate loans that are repaid through installments
on the property tax bill using energy savings to
offset costs. The financial obligation is attached
to the property and transferred to the new
owner at the time of sale.27
Targeted public investment of $10.26 billion
in energy efficiency and conservation over a
five-year period, in combination with
complementary workforce development
policies, would generate 149,796 personyears of employment in Ontario and reduce
annual GHG emissions by up to 19 Mt.
Types of Jobs in Energy Efficiency and
Conservation:
• Architect
• Boilermaker
• Carpenter
• Civil Structural
Engineer
• Community and
Social Services
• Construction
Equipment
Operator
• Construction
Labourer

• Education and Health
Services
• Electrical Engineer
• Electrician
• Energy Efficiency
Auditor
• HVAC Installer
• HVAC Technician
• Ironworker
• Office and
Administrative Support

• Pipefitter
• Plumber
• Roofer
• Service Industry
Occupations
• Steelworker
• Weatherization
Installer/
Technician
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379,296 Climate Jobs in Ontario
The transition to a low-carbon economy in
Ontario could create 379,296 person-years of
employment over five years while reducing
annual GHG emissions by up to 38.1 Mt. The jobs
that will be created from this transition are good
jobs with decent wages, across many sectors.
The average hourly wage for a sample of these
occupations is outlined in the graph on the right.
The proposals for public investment outlined in
this plan must be complemented by a suite of
policies aimed at reducing emissions and
creating jobs. These policies should include
targets for investment, GHG reductions, and job
creation, and increase in ambition over time.28
The transition to a green economy in Ontario will
require significant investments in major
infrastructure projects. To ensure that the
economic, environmental, and social benefits
from investments in major infrastructure
projects are accrued locally, Community Benefits
Agreements (CBAs) should be included as part of
all significant infrastructure projects. Depending
on the infrastructure project, CBAs can provide
benefits including employment, training,
apprenticeships, local supplier and social
procurement opportunities, neighbourhood
improvement, and affordable housing.29

Ontario
Wages by Occupation
(2015)
Trades helpers,
construction labourers and
related occupations [76]
Other installers, repairers
and servicers and material
handlers [74]
Industrial, electrical and
construction trades [72]
Technical occupations
related to natural and
applied sciences [22]
Office support occupations
[14]
Middle management
occupations in trades,
transportation, production
and utilities [07-09]

$20.24

$18.05

$27.59

$30.49

$20.28

$40.87

Average Hourly Wage

Source: CANSIM 282-0152

This plan for Ontario lays the foundation for
tackling climate change while creating jobs. It
also provides a strategy to address poverty and
inequality. The proposals outlined in this plan
will not only serve displaced workers from
polluting industries, but will also create
opportunities for workers from industries
suffering the impacts of climate change, the
unemployed, the working poor, as well as
Indigenous Peoples, racialized communities,
women, youth, LGBTI individuals, and persons
with disabilities. Let’s act now to make this plan
for Ontario a reality, get people back to work,
and give our children the future that they
deserve.
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